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Abstract. Ordinals form the basis for termination proofs in ACL2. Currently,
ACL2 uses a rather inefficient representation for the ordinals up to 0 and
provides limited support for reasoning about them. We present algorithms for
ordinal arithmetic on an exponentially more compact representation than the
one used by ACL2. The algorithms have been implemented and numerous
properties of the arithmetic operators have been mechanically verified, thereby
greatly extending ACL2’s ability to reason about the ordinals. We describe how
to use the libraries containing these results, which are currently distributed with
ACL2 version 2.7.
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Introduction

Termination proofs play a crucial role in the mechanical verification of systems. For
example, ACL2’s definitional principle requires that functions be shown to terminate
before they are admitted. Termination proofs are even useful in the context of reactive
systems, non-terminating systems that are engaged in on-going interaction with an
environment, as they are used to establish liveness properties by showing that the
desired behavior is not postponed forever. Proving the termination of a system is
accomplished by showing a relation corresponding to a decreasing “measure” of the
system is well-founded. Since every well-founded relation can be extended to a total
ordering that is isomorphic to an ordinal, it makes sense that systems such as ACL2
use ordinals as the basis for termination proofs.
The theory of ordinals has been studied for over 100 years, since it was introduced
by Cantor as the core of his set theory [1, 2] (see also the English translation [3]). Ordinals have subsequently played an important role in logic, e.g., they are routinely used
to prove the consistency of logical systems. This practice was introduced by Gentzen,
when he proved the consistency of Peano arithmetic using induction up to 0 [9]. In
order to obtain constructive proofs, constructive ordinal notations are used [16, 20].
The general theory of these notations was initiated by Church and Kleene [4] and is
reviewed in Chapter 11 of Roger’s book on computability [15].
Although ordinal notations have been studied extensively by various communities
for over a century, we have been unable to find a comprehensive treatment of arithmetic
for ordinal notations. We define the ordinal arithmetic problem for a notational system
denoting ordinals up to some ordinal δ as follows: given α and β, expressions in the
system denoting ordinals less than δ, is γ the expression corresponding to α ? β, where

? can be any of +, −, ·, exponentiation? Solving this problem amounts to defining
algorithms for arithmetic operations in the given notational system. While partial
solutions to this problem are presented in various texts and papers [16, 6, 8, 14, 17,
20], (for example, definitions for < appear in many of the above sources), we have
not found any similar statement of this problem nor any comprehensive solution in
previous work.
In a companion paper, we present efficient algorithms for ordinal addition, subtraction, multiplication, and exponentiation on succinct ordinal representations, prove
their correctness, and analyze their complexity [13]. In this paper, we discuss the ACL2
mechanization, as we use ACL2 to define our ordinal representation and arithmetic
algorithms. Our representation is exponentially more compact than the current representation in ACL2 and we prove that the ordinals in our representation are isomorphic
to the ACL2 ordinals. This makes it possible for users to use our representation by
issuing a single command. In addition, we discuss an ACL2 library of theorems about
ordinal arithmetic. This library significantly increases the extent to which ACL2 can
automatically reason about ordinals and also makes it easier to reason about ordinals
from a human perspective. Previously, users were forced to define functions that explicitly constructed ordinals and had to reason about the representations. With our
library, users can for the most part use the algebraic properties of the ordinals while
ignoring representational issues. The library is now part of version 2.7 of the ACL2
distribution.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief overview of the theory
of ordinals and ordinal arithmetic, we compare our representation of the ordinals with
the current system employed by ACL2, and we give an overview of the properties
of the ordinal arithmetic operators. In Section 3 we define our algorithms for the
arithmetic operators and give informal proofs of correctness. In Section 4, we give a
brief overview of how to use the books in ACL2. In Section 5, we consider complexity
issues. Section 6 contains our conclusions and outlines future work.

2
2.1

Ordinals
Set-Theoretic Ordinals

We briefly review the theory of ordinal numbers [7, 12, 16]. A relation, ≺ is said
to be well-founded if every decreasing sequence is finite. A well-ordering is a total,
well-founded relation.
A woset is a pair hX,≺i, such that ≺ is a well-ordered relation over X. Given a
woset hX,≺i, and an element a ∈ X, we define Xa to be {x ∈ X|x ≺ a}. An ordinal
is a woset, hX,≺i, such that for all a ∈ X, a = Xa . Note that if hX,≺i is an ordinal
and a ∈ X, then a is an ordinal and ≺ is ∈.
For the remainder of the paper, we will use lowercase Greek letters to denote
ordinals, and < and ∈ to denote the well-ordering.
Given two wosets, hX,≺i and hX 0 ,≺0 i, we say a function f : X → X 0 is said to
be isomorphic if it is a bijection and for all x, y ∈ X, x ≺ y ≡ f.x ≺0 f.y. It is a
well-known result of set theory that every woset is isomorphic to a unique ordinal.
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Since termination is established using well-founded relations, which can be extended
to well-ordered relations, we see that the theory of ordinals is the most general setting
for termination proofs. Given a woset, hX,≺i, we denote the unique ordinal to which
it is isomorphic by Ord (X, ≺).
Given an ordinal, α, its successor, denoted α0 , is the ordinal α ∪ {α}. There is
clearly a minimal ordinal, ∅, usually denoted by 0. The successor of 0 is 00 = {0}, and
is denoted by 1. It is the second smallest ordinal. The next smallest is 2 = 10 = {0, 1}.
By continuing in this manner, we obtain the natural numbers.
A limit ordinal is a non-zero ordinal that is not a successor. The smallest of these
is the set of all natural numbers, denoted ω. We now provide definitions for arithmetic
functions over the ordinals.
Definition 1. α + β = Ord (A, <A ), where A = ({0} × α) ∪ ({1} × β) and <A is the
lexicographic ordering on A.
Definition 2. α − β is defined to be 0 if α ≤ β, otherwise, it is the unique ordinal, ξ
such that β + ξ = α.
S
Definition 3. α · β = Ord (A, <A ), where A = ξ<β ({ξ} × α) and <A is the lexicographic ordering on A.
Definition 4. Given any ordinal, α, we define exponentiation S
using transfinite induction: α0 = 1, αβ+1 = α · αβ , and for β a limit ordinal, αβ = ξ<β αξ .
Using these ordinal operations, we can extend our hierarchy of ordinals:
0, 1, 2, . . . , ω, ω + 1, ω + 2, . . . , ω · 2, ω...· 2 + 1, . . . ω 2 , . . . ω 3 , . . . , ω ω , and so on. Evenω
tually, we reach the ordinal 0 = ω ω , which is the smallest ordinal, α such that
α = ωα .
2.2

Representation

ACL2 currently represents ordinals up to (but not including) 0 . The representation
is based on a well-known theorem by Cantor:
Theorem 1. For every ordinal α 6= 0, there are unique α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αn , where
n ≥ 1, such that α ≥ α1 and α = ω α1 + · · · + ω αn .
This normal form is known as Cantor Normal Form (CNF). For example, w·2+3 =
ω 1 + w1 + ω 0 + ω 0 + ω 0 . However, since the sum of all terms of the form w0 is a natural
number and since 0 is the smallest ordinal, α, such that α = ω α , we get the following
corollary:
Corollary 1. For every ordinal α ∈ 0 , there are unique n, p ∈ ω and α1 ≥ α2 ≥
· · · ≥ αn > 0 such that α > α1 and α = ω α1 + · · · + ω αn + p.
We can define a function, f to convert any ordinal α ∈ 0 to its ACL2 representation. Let ω α1 + · · · + ω αn + p ∈ 0 be the CNF decomposition of α according to
Corollary 1. Then,
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f.α =

α, if α ∈ ω
(f.α1 f.α2 . . . f.αn . p) otherwise

For example, f (5) = 5, f (ω 4 +ω 4 +ω 2 +ω+3) = (4 4 2 1 . 3), and f (ω ω +ω 2 +ω 2 )
= ((1 . 0) 2 2 . 0). A further explanation of the ordinal representation used in
ACL2 can be found in [10].
Our representation of the ordinals is similar to ACL2’s, but uses the left distributive
property of ordinal multiplication over addition to make it more compact. It is a well
known result of the theory of ordinals that, for all α, β, and γ, we have α(β + γ) =
αβ + αγ. Using this fact we can collect like terms. For example, ω α + ω α + ω α = ω α · 3.
Hence, we get a new corollary to Theorem 1:
Corollary 2. For every ordinal 0 < α < 0 , there are unique α1 > αP
2 > · · · > αn >
n
0(n ∈ ω), k1 , k2 , . . . , kn ∈ ω\{0}, and p ∈ ω such that α1 < α and α = i=1 ω αi ki +p.
Thus, we can defineP
another function, CNF to convert any ordinal α ∈ 0 into
n
our representation. Let i=1 ω αi ki + p be the CNF decomposition of α according to
Corollary 2. Then,

α, if α ∈ ω
CNF.α =
((CNF.α1 . k1 ) (CNF.α2 . k2 ) . . . (CNF.αn . kn ) . p) otherwise
For the same examples we used before, we get CNF(5) = 5, CNF(ω 4 +ω 4 +ω 2 +ω+3)
= ((4 . 2) (2 . 1) (1 . 1) . 3), and CNF(ω ω +ω 2 +ω 2 ) = (((1 . 0) . 1) (2
. 2) . 0).
Lemma 1. The ordinal representation in Corollary 2 is exponentially more succinct
than the representation in Corollary 1.
Proof Consider ω · k: it requires O(k) bits with the representation in Corollary 1 and
O(log k) bits with the representation in Corollary 2. 
For example, f (ω 5 ∗ 10) = (5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 . 0), while CNF(ω 5 ∗ 10) =
((5 . 10) . 0). Instead of replicating 5 10 times, we store the number 10, which is
exponentially more succinct.
2.3

Properties

The following are well-known properties of arithmetic operations over the ordinals.
Proofs of these properties are distributed across various texts on proof theory and set
theory [16, 7, 12]. We use these properties to prove the correctness of our algorithms as
follows. Recall that by Corollary 2 we have a canonical representation for the ordinals
up to 0 . Thus, to show that an algorithm for some (say binary) arithmetic operator,
?, is correct, we show that when the algorithm is given a and b as inputs, it returns
c, such that if a is the ordinal representation of α and b is the ordinal representation
of β, then c is the ordinal representation of α ? β. Such proofs are not carried out in
ACL2 as this would require formalizing ZFC. Instead, they are carried out in the meta
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level, using standard mathematical arguments. Detailed proofs appear in [13]; here we
only give the proof ideas.
Almost all of the following properties appear as theorems in our library on ordinal
representations. The four properties marked with a “†” do not appear in the library,
but the proofs are simple consequences the theorems we do prove.
The ordering relation on ordinals satisfies the following properties.
¬(α < α)
β < α ⇒ ¬(α < β) ∧ ¬(α = β)
α<β ∧ β<γ⇒α<γ
¬(α < β) ∧ ¬(α = β) ⇒ β < α
Ordinal addition and subtraction satisfy the following properties.
α+0=α
0+α=α
α<α+1
† α + 1 = α0
α<β
≡
α+1≤β
α<β+1
≡
α≤β
α≤β+α
α≤α+β
(α + β) + γ = α + (β + γ)
(β < γ) ⇒ α + β < α + γ
(β < γ) ⇒ β + α ≤ γ + α
(α < ω β ) ⇒ α + ω β = ω β
† (α, β < ω γ ) ⇒ α + β < ω γ
α−α=0
α−β ≤α
α ≤ β ⇒ α + (β − α) = β
α+γ =β ⇒β−α=γ
α+β =α+γ
≡
β=γ

(associativity)
(strict right monotonicity)
(weak left monotonicity)
(additive principal property)
(closure of additive principal ordinals)

Ordinal multiplication satisfies the following properties.
α0 = 0
0α = 0
α1 = α
1α = α
†n∈ω∧n>0 ⇒ n·ω =ω
(α · β) · γ = α · (β · γ)
(β < γ) ⇒ α · β < α · γ
(β ≤ γ) ⇒ α · β ≤ α · γ
(β < γ) ⇒ β · α ≤ γ · α
α · (β + γ) = (α · β) + (α · γ)

(associativity)
(strict right monotonicity 1)
(strict right monotonicity 2)
(weak left monotonicity)
(left distributivity)
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Ordinal exponentiation has the following properties.
α0 = 1
α1 = α
0 < α ⇒ 0α = 0
1α = 1
αβ · αγ = αβ+γ
(αβ )γ = αβ·γ
(β < γ) ⇒ αβ < αγ
(β < γ) ⇒ β α ≤ γ α
† (p ∈ ω) ⇒ pω = ω

(strict right monotonicity)
(weak left monotonicity)

Limit ordinals satisfy the following properties
lim.β ⇒ α < β ≡ α + 1 < β
lim.β ∧ α < ω β ⇒ h∃γ :: α < γ ∧ γ < ω β i
In addition to these theorems, we created counterexamples to the following conjectures in ACL2.
α + β = β + α fails when α = 1, β = ω
β < γ ⇒ β + α < γ + α fails when α = ω, β = 1, and γ = 2
(α + β) − γ = α + (β − γ) fails when α = ω + 1, β = 1, and γ = 2
αβ = βα fails when α = 2, β = ω
(β + γ)α = βα + γα fails when α = ω, β = 1, and γ = 1
β < γ ⇒ βα < γα fails when α = ω, β = 1, and γ = 2
(αβ)γ = αγ β γ fails when α = 2, β = 2, and γ = ω
(β < γ) ⇒ β α < γ α fails when α = ω, β = 2, and γ = 3

3

Ordinal arithmetic in ACL2

In this section, we explain our algorithms for the ordinal arithmetic operators given
above. Given an expression in our ordinal representation, a = ((a1
Pn . k1) (a2 . k2)
. . . (an . kn) . p), we call each pair (ai . ki) a term. If i=1 ω αi ki + p is the
ordinal corresponding to a in its CNF decomposition, we can think of each term,
(ai . ki), as corresponding to ω αi ki (where ai corresponds to αi ). The first exponent
of a is a1 (the first component of the first term of a) and the first coefficient of a is
k1 (the second component of the first term of a).
We begin by defining some helper functions. The functions appearing in the library
also have guards (which we verify), but such issues are not considered in this paper.
(defun natp (x)
"Recognizer for natural numbers"
(and (integerp x)
(<= 0 x)))
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(defun posp (x)
"Recognizer for positive integers"
(and (integerp x)
(< 0 x)))
(defun first-exp (x)
"The exponent of the first term of a cnf ordinal"
(if (atom x)
0
(caar x)))
(defun first-coef (x)
"The coefficient of the first term of a cnf ordinal"
(if (atom x)
x
(cdar x)))
(defmacro first-term (x)
"gives the first term of x"
‘(cons (cons (first-exp ,x) (first-coef ,x)) 0))
(defun omega-term (x k)
"Creates (wˆx)*k"
(cons (cons x k) 0))

3.1

The Irreflexive Ordering

We start by defining o<, the ordering function for our ordinal representation.
(defun o< (x y)
"The less-than relation on cnf ordinals"
(cond ((atom x)
(or (consp y) (< x y)))
((atom y) nil)
((not (equal (first-exp x) (first-exp y)))
(o< (first-exp x) (first-exp y)))
((not (= (first-coef x) (first-coef y)))
(< (first-coef x) (first-coef y)))
(t (o< (cdr x) (cdr y)))))
In the sequel, we assume that α and β are the ordinals corresponding to x and y,
respectively. We now show (o< x y) holds iff α < β. First note that α > ω iff x is
a cons. Hence, if x is an atom, it is a natural number. Thus, if y is a cons, or y is a
natural number greater than x, we return true. Otherwise, x is a cons, and therefore
an ordinal greater than ω. Thus if y is an atom, it is less than x. Otherwise, both
x and y are conses, and it follows that α is of the form ω α1 k1 + γ, where γ < ω α1 ,
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thus α < ω α1 (k1 + 1) Therefore, if the first exponent of y is greater than that of x,
we know that x must be less than y. The same argument holds if the first exponent
of x is greater than that of y. If the exponents are equal, we look at the coefficients.
Again, if one of the arguments has a greater coefficient than the other, we know it
is the greater of the two. Finally, if the first exponents and the first coefficients are
both equal, then the first terms are equal, so we apply the strong left monotonicity of
ordinal addition. By this property we know that x is less than y iff the cdr of x is less
than the cdr of y. Thus, we recurse into the cdr of both arguments.
3.2

The Ordinal Predicate

Now we examine op, the predicate which determines if the argument is an ordinal in
our representation.
(defun op (a)
"A recognizer for cnf ordinals"
(if (atom a)
(natp a)
(and (consp (car a))
(op (first-exp a))
(not (eql 0 (first-exp a)))
(posp (first-coef a))
(op (cdr a))
(o< (first-exp (cdr a))
(first-exp a)))))
The correctness of this function is easy to see, since it directly follows from Corollary 2 and the definition of CNF.
3.3

Addition

Next, we examine ordinal addition. We define here the binary function, ob+, which
takes 2 ordinals as input and adds them together.
(defun ob+ (x y)
"Ordinal addition"
(let ((x0 (first-exp x)) (y0 (first-exp y))
(x1 (first-coef x)) (y1 (first-coef y)))
(cond ((and (atom x) (atom y)) (+ x y))
((or (atom x) (o< x0 y0)) y)
((o< y0 x0) (cons (cons x0 x1)
(ob+ (cdr x) y)))
(t (cons (cons x0 (+ x1 y1))
(cdr y))))))
If both arguments are atoms, they are natural numbers and are simply added using
+. Otherwise, due to the additive principal property, we know that y will smash any
term in x with a smaller exponent than the first exponent of y. Hence, we walk down
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x, copying it, until an exponent is found that is less than or equal to the first exponent
of y (the third case of the cond). If the exponents are equal (the last case of the cond),
the left distributive property is employed: the first coefficients are added and the rest
of y is tacked onto the end. Otherwise, all of y is tacked onto the end (the second case
of the cond). In other words, y smashes all the terms of x with smaller exponents.
3.4

Subtraction

Ordinal subtraction is very similar in structure to addition.
(defun o- (x y)
"Ordinal subtraction"
(let ((x0 (first-exp x)) (y0 (first-exp y))
(x1 (first-coef x)) (y1 (first-coef y)))
(cond ((o< x y) 0)
((and (atom x) (atom y)) (- x y))
((or (atom y) (o< y0 x0)) x)
((< y1 x1) (cons (cons x0 (- x1 y1))
(cdr x)))
(t (o- (cdr x) (cdr y))))))
If y is greater than x, we return 0. The cases where we are dealing with natural
numbers are easy to see. Otherwise, if the first exponent of x is greater than or equal
to that of y, we return x, as β + α = α (recall that we are assuming that α and β are
the ordinals corresponding to x and y, respectively). Otherwise, the first exponents
are equal and we look at the coefficients; if they are different, we subtract them and
tack on the end of x. Otherwise, we subtract (cdr y) from (cdr x). The correctness
follows from the correctness of ob+. It is easily verified that (ob+ x (o- y x)) = y
if (o< x y).
3.5

Multiplication

Next, we examine ob*.
(defun ob* (x y)
"Ordinal multiplication"
(let ((x0 (first-exp x)) (y0 (first-exp y))
(x1 (first-coef x)) (y1 (first-coef y)))
(cond ((or (equal x 0) (equal y 0)) 0)
((and (atom x) (atom y)) (* x y))
((atom y)
(cons (cons x0 (* x1 y1))
(cdr x)))
(t (cons (cons (o+ x0 y0)
y1)
(ob* x (cdr y)))))))
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If either argument to ob* is 0, we return 0. If they are both atoms, we multiply
them using *. If only y is an atom, then we are adding x to itself y times. Now, if we
consider the addition algorithm, we see that we smash everything but the first term
of all but the last x, which is equivalent to modifying x so that the first coefficient is
(* x1 y1) (recall that y1 is y in this case).
For the last case, we have that y is a cons. We consider two cases. If x is an atom,
say representing n, then (ob* x y) corresponds to n(ω β1 l1 + · · · + wβj lj + q), which
is ω β1 l1 + · · · + wβj lj + nq, as for any additive principal ordinal α > 1 (i.e., α = ω β
for some β) and natural number p > 0, p · α = α. We return the representation
of this ordinal, as x0 is 0, thus (o+ x0 y0) is y0. In the second case, both x and
y are infinite ordinals and we are adding x to itself an infinite number of times.
First we use the left distributive property, multiplying x by each term in y. If we are
multiplying by a natural number, we already know what to do. The interesting part
is when we are multiplying by an infinite term, (y0 . y1), representing ω y0 y1 . The
key insight here is that x is less than (cons (cons x0 (+ x1 1)) 0), and at least
as great as (cons (cons x0 x1) 0). But since a natural number multiplied by an
infinite additive principal ordinal on the right is just that infinite ordinal, we see that
ω x0 x1 · ω y0 y1 = ω x0 · (x1 · ω y0 ) · y1 = ω x0 · ω y0 y1 = ω x0 +y0 y1 . By the same argument,
ω x0 (x1 + 1) · ω y0 y1 = ω x0 +y0 y1 . Therefore, we know that x multiplied by (y0 . y1)
is (cons (o+ x0 y0) y1). Recognizing that the exponents of y are decreasing and
using the strong left monotonicity of addition, we can simply compute each term as
shown above and cons them together to get the product.
3.6

Exponentiation

In Figure 1, we present obˆ. First, we take care of the base cases, when y is 0 or x is 1 or
x is 0. If y is an atom, we simply return the representation of α · αβ−1 (recall that α, β
correspond to x, y). Otherwise, y is a cons and we distribute the exponentiation over x
and multiply the results, since α(β+γ) = αβ ·αγ for all α, β, γ. How this is done depends
on whether x is a cons or an atom. When x is an atom, say representing n, we use the
α
1+α−1
α−1
α−1
α−1
fact that nω = ω, e.g., we use that nω = nω
= nω∗ω
= (nω )ω
= ωω .
Finally, if x is a cons, we multiply the first exponent of x by the first term of y to
obtain the first exponent of the first component of the product; the second component
of the product is obtained by raising x to the (cdr y).

4

Ordinal Library Overview

In this section, we discuss some of the interesting aspects of our library, and give some
pointers on how to use it effectively.
4.1

The Books

The ordinal library is composed of ten books. The first is top-with-meta, which
simply includes the arithmetic books necessary to deal with operations over the natural
numbers.
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(defun obˆ (x y)
"Ordinal exponentiation"
(let ((x0 (first-exp x))
(y0 (first-exp y))
(y1 (first-coef y)))
(cond ((or (and (atom y)
(not (posp y))) ;(zp y))
(equal x 1))
1)
((equal x 0)
0)
((atom y)
(o* x (obˆ x (1- y))))
((atom x)
(if (equal y0 1)
(o* (omega-term y1 1)
(obˆ x (cdr y)))
(o* (omega-term (omega-term (o- y0 1)
y1)
1)
(obˆ x (cdr y)))))
(t
(o* (omega-term (o* x0 (first-term y))
1)
(obˆ x (cdr y)))))))
Fig. 1. Ordinal exponentiation.
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The second is ordinal-definitions, almost all of which we have already covered.
The two omissions so far are the guards and several macros defining our binary operations on an arbitrary number of arguments. The guards are rather straightforward.
The macros are defined as shown below.
(defmacro o+ (&rest rst)
; based on the macro +
(if rst
(if (cdr rst)
(xxxjoin ’ob+ rst)
(car rst))
0))
(defmacro o* (&rest rst)
; based on the macro *
(cond ((null rst) 1)
((null (cdr rst))
(car rst))
(t (xxxjoin ’ob* rst))))
(defmacro oˆ (&rest rst)
; based on the macro *
(cond ((null rst) 1)
((null (cdr rst))
(car rst))
(t (xxxjoin ’obˆ rst))))
All of these macros apply the binary operator associated with them to an arbitrary
number of arguments, associating the operator to the right. For example, (o+ a b
c d) opens up to (ob+ a (ob+ b (ob+ c (ob+ d)))). This is similar to the way
the macros + and * behave. In order to allow the user to reason about the more
readable macros than their messy expansions into the binary operators, we included
the following lines in this book.
(add-binop o+ ob+)
(add-binop o* ob*)
(add-binop oˆ obˆ)
The add-binop command tells ACL2 to write the binary operation in terms of
the macro. Again, this is similar to the way ACL2 treats +, which is never printed as
binary-+. This does not affect the way ACL2 reasons about the binary operations. It
simply cleans up the output in order to make it more readable.
Also, note that we defined the strict (irreflexive) version of the ordering function.
We chose to define this rather than the reflexive version of the ordering (≤) because the
irreflexive version is a well-ordering, and therefore more useful for termination proofs.
In addition, the irreflexive ordering is necessary to prove our ordinals isomorphic
to the ACL2 ordinals. However, in the basic-definitions-thms book, we prove
trichotomy. That is, we prove for any ordinals, a and b, either (o< a b), (o< b a),
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or (equal a b). Therefore, it should be easy to define a reflexive ordering and reason
about it, for those users who wish to do so.
In addition to trichotomy, the basic-definitions-thms book contains basic theorems about the helper functions, as well as o< and op (the predicate recognizing ordinals in our representation). After these theorems are proved, we disable the function
definitions. We found that this not only helped to make the ordinal representation
transparent to the user, but also significantly sped up the theorems in subsequent
books.
The ordinal-addition, ordinal-multiplication, and ordinal-exponentiation
books contain the main results about the ordinal operations. We began with lists of
properties about the ordinals similar to the ones presented in this paper, and proved
them along with any necessary lemmas. It is, however, important to note that there
are a few theorems we export from each file that are not in our list of properties. The
most important of these involve building a theory about each function in terms of
the helper functions we created. For each of the operators, we include theorems about
the value of their first exponents, first coefficients, and cdrs, as well as under what
circumstances they return atoms (finite ordinals) or conses (infinite ordinals). The
importance of these theorems is that they allow us to reason about the ordinals algebraically rather than structurally. Once we build up this theory about the function,
we can disable its definition, and still effectively use it to reason about the ordinals.
The limits book contains proofs about limit ordinals (in our representation, this
corresponds to infinite ordinals with a 0 as their last element).
In the ordinal-isomorphism book we show that our representation is isomorphic
to the ACL2 ordinals. More precisely, let Oc be the set of objects that correspond to
ordinals in our representation, and let Oa be the set of objects representing the ACL2
ordinals. The purpose of this book is to show that Oc is isomorphic to Oa . To this
end, we created two functions: ctoa, which maps Oc to Oa , and atoc, which Oa to
Oc . To show that our representation is isomorphic to the ordinals in ACL2, we show
the following:
1. ctoa is well defined. That is, x ∈ Oc ⇒ (ctoa x) ∈ Oa . Translating this to ACL2
gives us:
(implies (op x)
(e0-ordinalp (ctoa x)))
We also proved the equivalent theorem for atoc:
(implies (e0-ordinalp x)
(op (ctoa x)))
2. ctoa is surjective. By definition, this means h∀x ∈ Oa :: h∃y ∈ Oc :: (ctoa y) =
xii. We prove this by showing that atoc is the inverse of ctoa. Thus, given x ∈ Oa ,
we have that (ctoa (atoc x)) = x. In ACL2, this becomes:
(implies (e0-ordinalp x)
(equal (ctoa (atoc x))
x))
We also proved the equivalent theorem for atoc:
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(implies (op x)
(equal (atoc (ctoa x))
x))
3. ctoa is injective, i.e., h∀x, y ∈ Oc :: (ctoa x) = (ctoa y) ⇒ x = yi. In ACL2:
(implies (and (op x)
(op y))
(equal (equal (ctoa x) (ctoa y))
(equal x y)))
We also proved the equivalent theorem for atoc:
(implies (and (e0-ordinalp x)
(e0-ordinalp y))
(equal (equal (atoc x) (atoc y))
(equal x y)))
4. ctoa is homomorphic with respect to o< and e0-ord-<. That is, x, y ∈ Oc such
that (o< x y) ⇒ (e0-ord-< (ctoa x) (ctoa y). In ACL2, this is:
(implies (and (op x)
(op y))
(equal (e0-ord-< (ctoa x)
(ctoa y))
(o< x y)))
and equivalently for atoc
(implies (and (e0-ordinalp x)
(e0-ordinalp y))
(equal (o< (atoc x)
(atoc y))
(e0-ord-< x y)))
Hence, the ordinal-isomorphism book shows our representation of the ordinals
to be isomorphic to the ACL2 ordinals. As an added bonus, these theorems imply that
our representation is a well-founded relation. Hence, we prove the following theorem:
(defthm well-founded-cnf
(and (implies (op x) (e0-ordinalp (ctoa x)))
(implies (and (op x)
(op y)
(o< x y))
(e0-ord-< (ctoa x) (ctoa y))))
:rule-classes :well-founded-relation)
The “:rule-classes :well-founded-relation” statement allows the user to set
the default well-founded relation used by ACL2 to prove termination to be our ordinal
representation. To do this, simply run the following command:
(set-well-founded-relation o<)
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More on the set-well-founded-relation command can be found in the ACL2
online documentation [11]. Note that since our relation and representation are identical
to the ACL2 ordinals for natural numbers, and since ACL2’s automatic measure generation only generates measures that are natural numbers, changing the well-founded
relation will not affect ACL2’s automatic measure generation.
The final book in our library is ordinal-counter-examples, which contains the
counter-examples listed earlier in this paper.
4.2

Using the Books

As we stated previously, one of our goals for this library is to allow the user to reason
about our ordinal representation and functions algebraically rather than structurally.
We have found that ACL2 is rather eager to open up the definitions of our functions,
so we recommend that in most cases the user disable the definitions of o<, o+, o-, o*,
and oˆ. This will force ACL2 to use the theorems we proved about these functions,
making it easier for the user to follow ACL2’s reasoning; this also tends to lead to
significantly shorter proofs.
For this same reason, we recommend that for termination proofs the user construct
ordinals algebraically rather than constructively. As a simple example, consider Exercise 6.15 in Computer-Aided Reasoning: An Approach [10], which asks the user to
come up with a measure for Ackermann’s function:
(defun ack (x y)
(if (zp x)
1
(if (zp y)
(if (equal x 1) 2 (+ x 2))
(ack (ack (1- x) y) (1- y)))))
A measure based on the ACL2 ordinals is (cons (1+ (nfix y)) (nfix x)),
which corresponds to the ordinal ω y+1 + x. Using our ordinals, a solution to this
exercise is (o+ (o* (omega) (nfix y)) (nfix x)), which corresponds to the ordinal ωy + x. First note that the solution based on our ordinals is more easily readable
than the solution based on the ACL2 ordinals, as in our solution the representation
of the ordinals is completely hidden. Second, note that the ACL2 solution uses much
larger ordinals than the solution in our representation, because the ACL2 representation makes it easier to use cons. (No matter what the values of x and y are, our
measure function is guaranteed to return an ordinal less than ω 2 , whereas the upper
bound on the ACL2 measure is ω ω .) Finally, note that since our functions return ordinals in our representation when passed ordinals in our representation, the user does
not need to worry about whether an ordinal is constructed in all cases. In the ACL2
solution, on the other hand, the user must add 1 to y to make sure that the exponent
in the constructed ordinal is not a 0.
Finally, we note that the user may need to enable the function definitions when
proving theorems about a newly defined function that constructs ordinals directly. For
example, if the user were to define a new multiplication function that constructed the
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ordinals in a different way and wanted to prove it equivalent to o*, it may be necessary
to enable o*’s definition.

5

Complexity

When writing the algebraic operators for this library, we were more concerned with
making them easy for ACL2 to reason about than with the complexity. However, we
found that our algorithms were surprisingly efficient. This becomes an issue when
ACL2 uses the executable counterpart of our functions to compute ground expressions involving ordinal operations or uses the definition as a rewrite rule to simplify
expressions involving ordinals. Since releasing this library, we have come up with more
efficient algorithms, which will appear in [13]. However, here we present the complexity of o< and op, which have the same complexity as the version that will appear in
the next release of the library.
For our analysis, we assume that the integer operations have constant running
time. One can account for integer operations using the fastest known algorithms. We
take this approach to allow us to focus on the interesting aspects of the algorithm.
Let the function (size a) give the size of an ordinal expression in ACL2. We
define it such that
(defun size (x)
(if (atom x)
1
(+ (size (first-exp a))
(size (cdr a)))))
Theorem 2. (o< a b) runs in time O(min((size a), (size b))).
The complexity of this function is bounded by the recurrence relation

c, if (atom a) or (atom b)
T (a, b) =
T ((first-exp a), (first-exp b)) + T ((cdr a), (cdr b)) + c, otherwise
for some constant value, c. We will show that T (a, b) ≤ k·min((size a), (size b))−t
for any constants, k, t, such that t ≥ c and k ≥ c + t. If (atom a) or (atom b),
then min((size a), (size b)) = 1. Hence, we get T (a, b) = c ≤ k − t = k ·
min((size a), (size b)) − t. Otherwise, using the induction hypothesis, we get
T (a, b) = T ((first-exp a), (first-exp b)) + T ((cdr a), (cdr b)) + c
≤ k · min((size (first-exp a)), (size (first-exp b))) − t
+ k · min((size (cdr a)), (size (cdr b))) − t + c
≤ k · min((size (first-exp a)) + (size (cdr a)),
(size (first-exp b)) + (size (cdr b))) − 2t + c
≤ k · min((size (first-exp a)) + (size (cdr a)),
(size (first-exp b)) + (size (cdr b))) − t { t ≥ c }
≤ k · min((size a), (size b)) − t 
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Lemma 2. h∀x ∈ ω ::

2x
x



≥ 2x i.

Proof If x = 0, then 1 ≥ 1, else

2x
x

Lemma 3. h∀x, y ∈ ω :: x ≤ y

⇒



=

(2x)!
x!x!

=

(2x)(2x−1)···(x+1)
x(x−1)···1

xx y y 2x ≤ (x + y)x+y i

Proof (x + y)x+y ≥ { by the binomial theorem } xx y y

xx y y 2x
≥ { by Lemma 2 } xx y y 2x 
x
Lemma 4. h∀x, y ∈ ω :: x ≤ y

≥ 2 · · · 2 ≥ 2x 

x+y
x



≥ {y ≥ x}

⇒ x log x + y log y + x ≤ (x + y) log(x + y)i

Proof By Lemma 3, we know that xx y y 2x ≤ (x + y)x+y . By the monotonicity
of log, this implies log(xx y y 2x ) ≤ log[(x + y)x+y ], i.e., log xx + log y y + log 2x ≤
(x + y) log(x + y), i.e., x log x + y log y + x ≤ (x + y) log(x + y). 
Theorem 3. (op a) runs in time O((size a)(log (size a))).
Proof The running time is bounded by the (non-linear) recurrence relation

 c, if (atom a)
T (a) = T ((first-exp a)) + T ((cdr a))

+ min((size (first-exp a)), (size (cdr a))) + c, otherwise
for some constant, c, by Theorem 2. We will show by induction on (size a), that
T (a) ≤ k((size a))(log (size a)) + t where k, t are constants such that t ≥ c and
k ≥ 3t. In the base case, we have T (a) = c ≤ t. For the induction step, let x =
min((size (first-exp a)), (size (cdr a))) and y = max((size (first-exp a)),
(size (cdr a))). We have:
T (a)
= { Definition of T, x }
T ((first-exp a)) + T ((cdr a)) + x + c
≤ { Induction hypothesis }
kx log x + t + ky log y + t + x + c
≤ { kx ≥ 2t + x as k ≥ 3t }
k(x log x + y log y + x) + c
≤ { Lemma 4, t ≥ c, x + y = (size a) }
k((size a))(log (size a)) + t 
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6

Conclusions

We introduced a representation of ordinals up to 0 that is exponentially more succinct
than the ACL2 representation. We also presented algorithms for various arithmetic
operations on our representation, along with a library of theorems about these algorithms which significantly extends ACL2’s ability to reason about ordinals and ordinal
arithmetic. This library is included with ACL2 version 2.7, and has already been used
to give a constructive proof of Dickson’s Lemma [19].
Despite the fact that the theory of ordinals has been studied for over 100 years,
we believe we are the first to give a full solution to the ordinal arithmetic problem
[13] and the first to give mechanical proofs of correctness of algorithms for ordinal
arithmetic.
We end by outlining directions for future work. In [13] we describe more efficient
algorithms than the ones appearing in this paper and we plan to mechanically prove
that the two are equivalent. Another possibility involves extending our representation
to larger countable ordinals. Of particular interest is the countable ordinal Γ0 , which
is much larger than 0 and is needed to show the termination of some term rewriting
systems [5, 8]. There are notational systems for ordinals up to Γ0 and even for much
larger countable ordinals [14, 17, 18], and it would be interesting to find algorithms
for manipulating these notations. A final possibility is to explore heuristics that allow
ACL2 to guess measure functions based on the ordinals; the hope being that our
library would automatically discharge many of the proof obligations.
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